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STORAGE PRODUCTS
SHEETMASTER 100/FOLDING SHEETMASTER
Heavy duty 5500# capacity roll-out shelves to store
sheetmetal or fixtures using overhead cranes, hoists or
vacuum lifts.

GLIDE-OUT 100
1000, 2000 and 3000# capacity roll-out shelves with a 100% extension
used to store dies, jigs and other items used in hoist or crane loading,
press brake tooling and injection molds.

CRANK-OUT CANTILEVER
Crank-out cantilever is excellent for storing
heavy barstock, tube, pipe extrusions, etc.
The crank-out cantilever allows for overhead
accessibility by extending its fully loaded
arms out 100% with an easy turn of a crank.

NU-ERA® MODULAR DRAWER CABINETS
450# capacity high density drawer cabinets increase floor space,
productivity and provide arm-length access as well
as 100% visualization of stock.

MODULAR WORKSTATIONS
Choose from a large variety of standard components
to create a workstation that fits your specific needs.

STAINLESS STEEL
Stainless steel equipment provides years of durable and reliable service
while attractively withstanding the rigors of industrial use. It is the perfect
choice for many applications.

RACK ENGINEERING SPECIALLY DESIGNED ITEMS

F R O M CO N C E P T TO R E A L I T Y

SPECIALTY
PRODUCTS
Rack Engineering Division can help make
your storage concepts become a reality.
HIGH CAPACITY POWERED SHELVING
Rack Engineering Division can easily accommodate your
automatic storage needs, including shelving that can be
extended and retracted from a single switch.
20,000# CAPACITY DIE WORKTABLE
This worktable was designed specifically to tackle
problems in working with large stamping dies.
It’s perforated 1/2" top allows oil to pass through to a drip pan
plumbed with a spigot for easy oil disposal. It also boasts
a 2000# capacity drawer for heavy tool storage that can be
pulled out from either side of the table. It was also designed
with an electric and pneumatic raceway for quick electrical and
pneumatic connect and disconnect.
TAPERED TOOL CART
Rack Engineering Division tapered tool carts can be used to
store and transport tool holders of all types. The removable
tool holders are designed to fit into our Nu-Era modular drawer
cabinets, providing even broader tool storage capabilities.
ELECTRICIAN MOBILE WORKCENTER
The design of our electrician mobile work center allowed our
customer to hang and access their many spools of wire and
still be able to maintain security with locking doors.
Coupled with a high capacity maple top work surface,
modular drawer cabinet and a handy electrical receptable
made this work center a priceless efficiency tool.
GAS CYLINDER MOBILE STORAGE RACK
This custom rack stores gas cylinders and was designed
to be transported by a forklift, have a locking door and
drawer for fittings, tools and gloves. Not your typical gas
cylinder storage rack.
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